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Bertold Brecht wrote his play The Resistible Rise Of Arturo Ui as an 
allegory - a play with a hidden meaning. The storyline of the rise of a 1930s 
gangster’s influence in the vegetable markets of Chicago neatly paralleled 
the rise of Adolph Hitler in Nazi Germany.  
This Geelong Rep production, from director Greg Shawcross, took away any 
mystery in the analogy by clearly stating in projected surtitles the German 
parallel before each American gangster scene began. Though clarifying the 
plotline, this did somewhat rob the playwright of his subtlety.  
Director Shawcross introduced several other innovations, too, some working 
better than others. The public acceptance and popularity of Ui/Hitler was 
measured by an ever-increasing number of propaganda posters pasted 
around the set - a silent, inspired but telling move - while the gangster cult’s 
rise through the prohibition of alcohol was less successfully portrayed by a 
seemingly ever-present decanter of whisky.  
But probably director Shawcross’s most controversial decision was to play 
the entire production in terms of confrontation by ratcheting up the levels of 
anger. So most conversations were held at the level of shouting matches.   
This reduced further the opportunity to deliver subtleties, but it did add 
considerably to the play’s power and impact.  
This was too much for some in the first-night audience, who chose not to 
return after the interval. Though understandable, for anger in bulk can be  
unsettling,  they did miss out on a significant play and some heavyweight 
dramatic performances. 

Because director Shawcross’s casting was superb and the performances he 
drew were just about immaculate. This was a powerfully impressive play. 

In the title role, Cameron Allen was worryingly believable as a troubled 
psychopath unconcerned by the mayhem he was unleashing, while Joshua 
McGuane simply chilling as his chief hit-man.  Tom Bartle was both 
convincing and alarming playing the gangster equivalent of Goebbels, so too 
for Zach Eastwood’s  smiling assassin version of Herman Goring.  
Outside of this quartet of evil, Geoff Gaskill gave two superb acting 
performances as the fallen Dogsborough/Hindenburg, whose eloquent 
silences spoke far louder than the mobsters’ rants; and a delightful 
counterpoint as a fey acting coach. Zoe Prem portrayed her many characters 
with a formidable skill, from agitated victim to coolly indifferent mobster.   

Indeed, a remarkable feature of this production was the swift and adroit 
changing of characters as the supporting cast switched personalities.  
Stacey Carmichael made her complex  pressured victims believable on 
several levels and parts, while Barry Eeles swung from unconcerned 



onlooker to oppressed judge to willing henchman with assurance. Russell 
Perry was a persuasive negotiator and a sinister prosecutor among several 
excellent portrayals; Sam Lawrence shifted from his father’s pliant yes-man 
to become several ominous characters with aplomb while  Amber Connor, 
Callum Padgett and Norm Lowe gave uniformly excellent performances in 
more than a dozen different support characters.  
But for this reviewer, the most lasting memory from this production of Arturo 
Ui was of its power - both written and portrayed - and the acting skills that 
created it. 
  - Colin Mockett 



